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                                Abstract

    The high efllciency of a traveling-wave tube is required in some practical

fields at present. The present paper deals with the advancing of a theory con-

cerning a new type of tube. A comparlson of tubes with weak copuling
strength at the coupled wall, as against that with strong coupling strength lead

                           '        --to some mterestmg aspects. ･
                           I. Introduction

    One of the largest defects of a conventionai traveling-wave tube comes

from the use of graphite coating, or aquadag in order to attenuate the reflex

wave which is caused by the imperfect matching between a helix and external

circuits at the points of input and output. The main reasons for this are:

(1) the forward wave is simultaneously attenuated by this coating, making the

helix length undesirably long, (2) the large-signal operation is considerably re-

stricted by the r`:IC loss produced in the attenuator in which this restriction is

one of the reasons that the ethciency of the conventional traveling-wave tube

becomes very bad. If the problem in mismatching at the points of input and

output can be solved, one shouid expect to remove the graphite coating from

the traveling-wave tube. '
    Instead of the concentric coupling which has been used in conventional

traveling-wave tubes, the use of the distributed coupling between the external
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circuit and the traveling-wave tube may be one of the means for removing the

coating. The deviced coupling unit is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

slow-wave circuit structures (1) and (2) are mutual}y coupled by the coupled

wall, and an electron beam passes through the slow-wEwe structure <2). The

input wave comes from the left-hand side of the slow-wave structure (1) and

the amplified output wave comes out of the right-hand side of the structure (1).

Another output wave comes out of the right-hand side of the structure (2), but

this wave must be perfect}y attenuated with the attenuator at this point. The

reflex wave, if any, may be excluded by the attenuator at the left-hand side of

the structure (2). When the coupling strength of the coupled wall is gradually

varied near the points of input and output in order to get good matching, this

type of amplifier described al}ove may not need any attenuator in the interaction

region as the conventional amplifier requires.

    The results obtained from the power gain calculations for this amplifier

show the following interesting facts, depenaing on the coupling strength:

    (1) weak coupling strength

    In this case, the reflex wave can be easily suppressed. Moreover at some

proper coupling strength, this new type of tube produces the exponential power

gain due to the wider range of the electron beam velocity than the conventional

tube. This fact and that of requiring no graphite coating in the interaction

region may be the desirable reasons for the large-signal operation.

   (2) strong coupling strength '
    In this case, the range of the electron beam velocity producing the ex-

ponential power galn is divided into two parts; i. e. one is the range of the faster

velocity and the other is the slower when compared with the velocity of the

conventional tube. In the latter case, the dimensions of the slow-wave structure

may be changeable toward the larger scaie without slowing the e!ectron velocity･

(7 [K5]
/

×

(2)

  INPUT･

   x
     <4)
(1)

7)

OUTPUT

Fig. 1. Schetch of traveling-wave tube coupled with directional coupler:

  (1) slow-wave circuit structure (I); (2) siow-wave circuit structure (II);

  (3) electron beam; (4) coupled wall; (5).electron gun; (6) collector;

  (7) attenuators.
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                     IL The Directional Coupleri?

    In Fig. 1, supposing that the electron beam is exciuded and considering

that the only two remaining circuits are coupled with the coupled wall, the

coupling equations for these cricuits can be written as follows

        E,dl,C.in:IPpl)):l !- gi2,:2, i (i)

where Bi and P2 are the longitudinal, or z-directional propagation constants of

the slow-wave circuits (1) and (2) respectively, in the case of the absence of

coupling. Ci2 and C2i are the mutual coupling coefficients per unit length. The

mode, or wave amplitudes a,i(i=1, 2), where a, is the mode amplitude of the

circuit wave (1) and a2 is that of the circuit wave (2), are normalized so that

2iai(i--1,2)i represents the average power carried by each mode.

    Since the circuits (1) and (2) are coupled passively, the next relationship

exists between Ci2 and qi

         q, =- -q,* (2)
Generally Ci2 and q, are complex numbers, but when the circuits are lossless

these values are pure imaginary. (We assume only lossless circuits hereafter.)

    Solutions of the coupled mode equations (1), are of the form exp(rl'Bz)･

When this form is substituted in the Eqs. (1), the next equatlon on the

eigen-value P can be introduced

        (13-Bi)(P-B,)-iC.12==O (3)
Now put

        P, !Ei P.(1+a), P, E! P. (4)
Then from Eq. (3), the roots of P are easily found to be P, and Bi, where

        P,,,-P.(1+a!2)±f(d/2)2+iC,,12 (5)
(the upper sign shows Pt and the lower Pi･)

    Now assume that the radial propagation constants are rt,i, then

        r,,, -=r/te;,,-pg (6>
where Po is the free space propagation constant and it can be neglected so that

the approximation of Eq. (6) become as follows

        r,,t !i P,,g (7)
The rt,i can be solved from the field equations. When B.,A and rt,g are known,

the absolute value of the mutual coupling coefllcient per unit length ICi21 are
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         IC,,l -= if{(r,-r,)12}2-(A/2)2 , (s)
    The next step is to study the rif power to be carried by both circuits

(1) and (2). If all the power is put on the circuit (1) at z==O initially, then

a2(z ==O)= O and ai(z =O)==1!2, and the power carried by each circuit is found

to be

        fl[:),:;l:;[;ili:l:F.,?Lg2.="`.id/,?.Z2;,li9g,ii.Z,.,,,,. I (g)

         'where,

                                      '        F-1/[1+(P.a!21C,,1)2] (10)
F is called as the transfer factor between the circuits (1) and (2). By Eq. (9)

and (10) it is seen that complete power transfer takes place, if d= O (synchronous

case), in a length L as given by --...

        L-(2n-1)!2IC,,], n-1,2,3,･･･ (11)
but it is incomplete if A }i O (nonsynchronous case).

    The above discussion can be applied actuaily for the reflex wave from the

output end of the circuit (1) shown in Fig. 1, because the electron beam can

not interact with the refiex wave at all. So if the circuit length is selected to

satisfy Eq. (11), the maximum power is supplied to the left-hand side of the

circuit (2) and attenuated completely by the attenuator. In this case it is desiral]le

that A is as small as possible (the best case is A=O). But if A is not small

enough under any inevitable condition such as the use of coupled helices etc.,

the power remains in the input end of the circuit (1), and we must insert the

isolator there when this remaining power is undesirable.

                          IIL Amplification

    It is, for simpllcity, assumea that there is no coupling between the

circuit (1) and the electron beam, and that the fast eiectron space-charge wave

can not be coupled to both circuit waves(1)and (2). Then the coupling equations

are2)

         Icl!de +.i13. (1 + A)] a, [::: Cl,a,

         (d/de+jP.)a,=q,a,+q,a, (12)
         [d!de +7'(P, + P,)} a3 r== C32a2

where, ai, a2 and a3 are the normalized mode amplitudes of the circuit wave

(1), the circuit wave (2) and the slow electron space-charge wave respectively.
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The relationship between q, and q, is shown in Eq. (2), and the relationship

between q3 and q2, which are the active coupling coethcients, can be written

as foliows

Similar to the case of Ci2 and q,, C23 and q2 are also generally complex

numbers, but these are the pure imaginary when the circuits are lossless.

    Solutions of the coupled mode equations (12) are of the form exp<-Vz).

If T, P. and P, are rewritten by Pierce's parameters, C, 9C and b (gain para-

meter, space-charge parameter and velocity parameter, respectively), then

        r =- rs,(1 +j'os)

        l3e == Pe (1+CZ') (14)
        Bq :== PeCf42C

where, P,==(v!wo and ?vo is the d.c. electron velocity.

    Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), the next determinantal equation must

besatisfiedifEq.(12)possessnon-trivialsolutions: ,

         7`P.CIbw'6+(1+ca)A/C] -q, O

                   -Ci2 j'P,C(b-fo) -q, -O(15)

                     o q, rs,c(/42c-fo)
Eq. (15) can be rewritten as follows

        rp3 +fo +g -=O (16)
where,

        f=1-e2+v2-(p+R)2/3 . )                                                                (17)
        g-(2127)(v+2)3-(1/3)(v+2)(1-E2+p2)+R-ve2 f

and

        rp - [4b13 - (f 42C + (1 + Cb)ti!Cl13 -j`6]/C

         iq3'i - Iq,YP,C - 77 il 2 (42C)ii4

        v" -- iq,/q,1 (18)
        . -- (V42C -b)IIq,'l

        R =- (1 + th)dlCIq,'[

Strictly speaking, both e and R are functions of v such that
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        e=:eo(1-sv)

       2 = 2,(1 -sv)

       eo == (1//2 l/42C)(IC,,l!B.)(1 + C v'49C)/C

       R, - V2 Y42C d(1 + CY42C )IC

       s-C/il2Y42C(1+Cl42C)
     '
By using Eq. (19), Eq. (17) can be rewritten as foilows

       f---(1!3)[1+2,s+(2,s)2+3(e,s)2]v2+(1!3)(2,+22:s

           +6E:s)v+1-eg-Rg/3

       g=(1/27)[2+32os-3(2eS)2-2(2di)3-9(2es)(ees)2

           -18(e,s)2]v3+(1127)(-32,+6R:s+6R:s2+272,egs2

           +36e:s]v2-(1127)[9+3Rg+182,s+6Rgs+272,e:s

           +18eZ]v+(2,/27)(18+22:+9£Z)

Generally O<s<1 so that, if the each magnitude of so, lo and v

as one, then instead of using Eq. (20) we can use Eq. (17) by

Eiise and 2#2,.

    Now suppose that the roots of rp in Eq. (16) are rpi, rp2 and rp3

       rpi ::= U+ Z]

       rp2 = -(zt + v)12 +7'(V 312)(u - v)

       rp,-rp,*--(u+w)-j'(V312)(u-w)

or representing rpt by 6i (i=1, 2, 3)

                                       '        6,--j[(u+v)Iq,'l-4b!3+I/42C+(1+Cb)d!C]/3]

        6, == -6,!2-(/3f2)(u-v)1q,'1

        6,--6,/2+(/3!2)(z{-v)]q,'i

where

        u=(-g/2+V R )i13

        2y == (-g/2-l R )i!3

       R -= g2f4･+f3/27

                                                 'If R>O, then rp2 and v3 (or 62 and 63) are the complex roots, and

theexponentiallygrowingwaveshouldexist. '

(19)

(20)

are as large

 considering

respectively,

(21)

(21')

(22)

in this case
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are shown when d(or 2)=O and

l)i

e=e
o.

e.
o.6

O,8
o･g

.e

t.2

O.6

o.4

O,2

-20      -･l,5 "),O -o.s O O.5 I.O 1.5                                 v.
                   Fig. z. IReal(ellC23'I)] versus yforZ==O

    The coupling strength for eNl, is very weak. For example, in the case

of (1+ ca)!V2 V42C･-1 and e･-1, it becomes to be IC,,[t--vP.C by Eq. 19, and

usually C<1 exists to be ICi2]<P.･

    It can be seen from Fig. 2 that, although the maximum gain for O.6<e<O.8

is somewhat smaller than that for e =:O (the conventional traveling-wave tube

case), the range of v (or the electron beam velocity range) producing the ex-

ponentially growing wave is significantly wider for the former than the latter.

This result leads the following consideration. With the reference of Eq. (5),

the two propagation constants Pt and Pi being different from each other (the

former is smaller than the latter) are in existence in the directionai coupler of

this kind, and the power transfer shown by Eq. (9) is due to the beat action

of the two waves having different phase velocities. Now the electron beam can

interact with both Pt- and Pi-waves, but it must move faster whenever synchro-

nizing with the former wave, than the latter. As shown by the dashed curves

in Fig. 3, therefore, the two gain curves produced by interactions with Pt- and

2.0
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Pi-waves, are separated from each other, and the resulting gain curve becomes

as indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 3. The tendency of the separation

increases with increase in e (or the mutual coupling coefficient lq2b. This

tendency is shown by the arrow marks until the perfect separation occurs,

where the curve is shown by the broken curve in Fig. 3.

    Because of the above mentioned reasons, the range of v producing the

growing wave should be wider in some values of E (or ICI,l) before the occurance

of the perfect separation than in the value at e==O which is the case of the

conventional traveling-wave tube.

t
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             "'e"i
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         Nx X
            xxy1

 -7 t

 N'
  N

'/'r･- "{II--×.
               x
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N
N

N

×
s

                                   o
                                vs
                   Fig. 3. IIIustration of the results of Fig. 2

    It must be the necessary condition for the improvement of the efficiency

in the !arge-signal operation of the traveling-wave tube that the exponentially

growing wave occurs in wide range of the electron beam velocity, so that the

condition of O.6<E<O.8 is desirable for the large-signal operation. Another

advantage may rise in the case of the weak coupling by removing the reflex

wave easi!y.

    Next considering is the initial loss. From the results of Eq. (21'),

ai(i=1, 2, 3) can be written as follows

        a,==;3=,Aikexp(-rkz), i=1,2,3 ) (23)

        Tk=7'Pe(1+]'osk) ' 1
Aik(i, k==1, 2, 3) are determined by the initial conditions. Now for each k(k==

1,2,3), Eq. (13) must be satisfied so that

        j･[b+(1+Cb)A/C--v'6,)A,,-C,,'A,k=:O

        C2,'A,k+7'(Y42C-7'6,)A,,-o (24)
        fe - 1, 2, 3
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where

        Ci2' === Ci2!i8eC

        A,, :=- -[1C,,'Y(e,'-21Cb,'D]A,,

        A3k--[lq,'Y(e,'+ q)] A,, (25)
        e,' = b-fo,

        q -=Y42C-b

The initial conditions are a,(z =O)=1 and a,(x=- O)==a,(2=O)=O so that

        sA,,..,11,i--1 l (26)
        k-i 10, i=2,3 J
From Eq. (25) and (26), referencing with Eq. (18), the following results can be

obtained,

        A,, = eH(e, + v) (e,.,-e,.,)!(e, + 2)

        A,, = H(e, + v) (gk.,-ek+2)

        A,k :== -ll(e,.,-6,.,) (27)
        H =[1!e(2-v)],E3=,(6k+2)!(6k-6k+i)

        k!!ik+3, k=1,2,3
Where

        g, = e,t!Iq,'1

If the circuit length is sufliciently long so as to be able to neglect the other

non-growing two waves except the growing wave in Eq. (23), a,(z) can be

written approximateiy as follows

        a,(z)IFiAi2eXP(-I"2Z),U-W<O ) (2s)

              {A,,exp(-r,z),u-2y>o J '
It can be shown to be A,,===A,,* from Eq. (27). Instead of the form of a,(2),

when required the gain representation G, G becomes

        G=-20logla,(2)I--20logIAI+8.686P,CIReal(6)I2clb (29)

                                                                'where

        IAI !!!i iA,,l - ]Ai31

In Eq. (29)the first term of the right-hand side represents the initial loss. The

initial loss curves are shown in Fig. 4, when A (or 2) =O.
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              Fig. 4. Initial Iosses plotted as a function of v for X;=:O

    (In Fig. 4 the osciilatory states in the small range of v is due probably to

the error introduced from the numerical calculations).

    It must be remembered that the above discussion is true only in the large

value of 2C because the effect of the fast electron space-charge wave is neglected

completely.･･ In other words, the phase velocity of the wave must not be included

in the region of the electron velocity producing the growing wave (if not so,

the power absorption of the circuit wave occurs from the interaction with the

fast electron space charge wave). This fact is also true in the case of Iarge s,

i.e. in the case of the strong coupling.

    If the effect of the fast wave is unavoidable, Eq. (12), the coupling

equations, becomes useless.

o.2o,4-'o,6o.stot2i,l)7116i,B2.
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In this case we must

Strong
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coupling Directional Coupler

 (20) in order to solve Eq. (21) 'instead of
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                                       '
Eq. (17), in which the calculation for solving Eq. (20) needs considerable

elaboration when compared with the case of small 6. Because of the reason

mentioned above, the calculation as an example was made for the one case

among the cases of the coupled helices.

    First the transverse propagation constant 7' of one uncoupled helix can be

so!ved from the field equations, or Maxwell's equations. It has been solved by

Pierce as follows3)

        (ra)2 .izhl ((rr."j"Ki<h,[rr.")) =- (p,a cot ip,)2 (3o)

where Po is the free-space propagation constant, a the helix radius, ipi is the

pitch angle and 4(x) and K(x) the modified Bessel functions. Assuming that

P is the longitudinal or z-directional propagation constant, P can be written as

follows

        p-/r2-p: ir (31)
The relation of ra vs. P,a cot ¢, ls shown in Fig. 5･

            5

            4

            3

          qs
          p

            2

             l

                                 rsoa cet su

                Fig. 5. The radial propagation constant plotted as
                       a function of Boa cotCPi

,
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    The next consideration is in the case of coupled helices. In Fig.

that the radius and the pitch angle of inner helix are respectively a

those of the outer helix respectively b and ¢,, then the solution

equations is`)

6, assuming

and ipi and

of the field

N

a

b

----;'-V,-,Jg7

         ll
       .7
     -! X
    -1   -- b-- -.t --          -2-          !        !       -     -    ....   --

N x
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     l/ x
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 /!' II

/lh- 7-----    /
   1
  - --

l

-i

 N

 '
 '
 '

u

N
 ,
 '
 '

'

l

/

[Ro-

      Fig.

(Poa cot ¢,)2

6. Coupled

  COt ¢2

helices arrangement

(ra)2

.i
 [A,-

     COt ¢i

(Poa cot ip,)2

  R,]

･R,] [L, - (Poa cot ip,)2

(ra)2 (ra)2

･ R,]
(32)

where

        I%,E!4(ra)Kh(ra), A,ii!4(rb)K,(rb)

        R,E!iL(?'a)K,(ra), 11,EL(rb)K,(rb) (33)
        R,!i4(ra)K6(rb), R,fiL(ra)K,(rb)

From Eq. (32) the products of a and two roots of r (i.e. 7', and 7'i) can be

solved as the functions of Poa cot ipr. The values of r. and rb are assumed to

be the transverse propagation constants of uncoupled inner and outer helices,

respectively, and these values are obtained independently from Eq. (30). By

using two roots of rt and ri and another two roots of r,, and rb,ICi21 can be

obtained from Eq. (8) as a function of Poa cot gb,, and lq2[ is shown in Fig. 7

where the ratios of bfa and cot ip,fcot ip, are 1.75 and -O.82, respectively (the

minus sign of the latter shows to be wound mutually in opposite direction so

as to get the strong coupling),

    Introducing the following numerical example for the calculation of the

exponential gain,

            the frequency f==7760MC
            a = 1.25 mm

            cot ¢, == 8.355
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       Fig. 7. The absolute value of the mutual coupling coethcient as a function

               of Boa cotcbi for bla=1.75 and cotgP21cotgbi= -O.82

            b!a -= 1.75

            cot ¢,lcot ip, = -O.82

             C = O.057

             lq,'i =- 1!1.05s

             42C -- O.31

    (The values of C and iq,'i in the above equation correspond approximately

to4 == 35 mA which is the mean electron beam current, and to Vh === 3000 V which

is the mean electron beam accelerating voltage.) In the above case, ]C,21a is

obtained from Fig. 7 as follows,

        iC,,Ia-O.559 (3s)
By using Eq. (35) and d which can be easily obtained frorr} r. and rb, the･

values of eo, 2o and s of Eq. (19) can be determined

        s == 5.237 × 10-2

        Eos = O.39

+
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(It should be noted' that P. of Eq. (19) is the same as P..)

    When substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (20) and solving Eq. (21') by using

both newly calculated Eq. (20) and Eq. (22), the result of the relation between

IReal (6)l and v can be introduced as shown in Fig. 8.

-l9 -i8 -lrT --t6 -l6 -l4 -･l3

                                        v.
         Fig. 8. IReal (S)I versus y fors= 5.237×10-2, 2os==-O.13 and sos= O.39

    It is cleariy shown in Fig. 8, that the difference (Pi-Pt) is so large in this

case-i.e. the strong coupling case-that the gain curves are largeiy separated

into two regions. It is interesting to compare the values of Pt and Pi respectively

with the values of CB,==(v/w,).>, and (P.==a)1?yo),<o in which both are obtained

from two values of v-one is plus and the other minus-producing the maximum

gains respectively, where,

        I3t==L29Pa, l3i==058Pa l                                                       . (37)
        (Pe)p>o==1･29Pa,(Pe)v<o===O･54Pa i '
Frorn the above results, it may be assumed that the discussion in the previous

Section is reasonable (refer to Fig. 3). Though the difference (Pi-(P,).<o) is

:somewhat large, it is due probably to larger error entering in the numerical

:gain ca!culations of v on the minus case than in that of the plus case.

    It is also seen from Fig. 8 that the maximum gain in the case of coupling

with the slow wave, or P,-wave is larger than that with the fast wave, or Pz-

'wave, but in respect to the range of v producing the growing wave the former

tcase is more narrow than the latter. Therefore if the high e{Iiciency operation

is desirable, it is better to utilize the faster wave. While the favoural]le view

point of using the slow wave is based on the fact that the electron beam velocity

].Q

)o.8
xN

v-d-O.6

vor-

O.4

O,2
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can be slowed down to such an extent as 75% velocity down when compared

with the case of using P.-wave. But, when there is no profit on slowing down

the electron velocity, the circuit dimensions may be enlarged relatively without

changing the electron velocity, being desirable for the higher frequency operation.

    The calculation for the initial loss is made by using Eq. (27) and (29).

For simplicity, the calculations are made only for two points i.e. v==4.5 and

-16 which are respectively center points of separated two curves. The final

results are as follows;

        2ol.gfAl..,1-IO･6db for v-4.5 . (3s)

                    t-3.5clb for v=-16

    However, it must be remembered here that the results of the initial losses

by using Eq. (27) are not true practically because the fast electron space-charge

wave has been completely neglected from all the analyses up to the present

Section. In spite of the ignorance of this wave, however, the calculations of

losses must be useful when the degree of initial losses is compared with several

coupling conditions.

    An outline of rigorous analysis including the fast electron space-charge

wave is to be introduced in the next Section.

         VI. The Rigorous Analysis not Neglecting the Fast
                     Electron Space-Charge Wave

    When the fast electron space-charge wave can not be neglected, the coupling

equations Eq. (12) becomes useless and the next equations should be introduced.

         [d/clz +1'p. (1 + A)} a, == C,2a2

         (dlde +j'p.)a, = q,a,+ q,*a,-q,*a4
                                                                (39)
         [cllde +j'P,(1 + C/42C)) a3 = CSia2

         [dide +no,(1- Cf42C)l a, -= q2a2

where

                                                     '         q,--q,, q,=qi a,--q,* (4o)
          '
The last equation in Eq. (39) indicates the coupling between the fast electron

space-charge wave and the circuit wave (2). The solutions of Eq. (39) are of

the form exp(-T2), and substituting this form into Eq. (39) the next deter-

minantal equation about the eigen-value r cqn be obtained.
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     --r+7'p.(1+n)-c,, o o '
      ･C,,* -T+]'P. -C,,*                                                   - q,*

               '           o -C,,-r+j'p.(1+CV42C) o
           O Cs2 O -r+j'P,(1-C/42C)
                                                      -O (41)

If rewritten by using Eq. (14), then

        (j'6)4+c,(]'6)3+c,(j'6)2+c,(7'6)+c,=O, C40 (42)

where

        c, == -(2b+lC,,'l2+2lq,'l)

        c,=(iC,,'i2+b)(RlC,,'l+b)-tl9C

        C3 :-: 42C(2b+IC,,'[2+21 C,,,1+112) (43)
        c,--42C[IC,,'12+(iC,,'12+b)(2iq,'1+b)]-(b+2Iq,'D!2

    Now changing 7'6 to another form,

        1'6 == x-c,/4 (44)
then Eq. (42) can be rewritten as follows

        x`+px2+gx+r=O (45)
where

        p =- -(3/8)c?+c,

        q-(1/8)c?-(112)c,c,+c, (46)
        r - -(31256)ct +(1116)crc,-(1/4)cic3 + c4

    Now the next consideration is made for the following cubic equa'tion.

        z3-pz2-4rx+(tlpr-q2)=O (47)
Assuming that x, is one of the three roots of Eq. (47), then four roots xd (i-nd1,

2, 3, 4) of Eq. (45) can be obtained from solving the next two quadratic equations

        x2+2,/2-lz,-p(x-q12(zi-P)) l (4s)
and x2+z,12=-YziinP(xm9/2(Zi-P)) t
and 6,(i=1,2,3,4) are

        1'5i==xi-ci14, i=1,2,3,4 (49)
When two of the roots S¢ are complex numbers, the exponential growing wave
should exist. (It may be dithcult to consider that the roots Si are all complex
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numbers, because two different exponential growing waves may not exist simu}-

taneously in this tube).

    In fact, solving Eq. (42) to (49) is high elaborate, therefore, instead of

solving those equations by hand, it would be convenient and more accurate to

solve the values of 6 by using electronic computer, if possible.

                           VII. Conclusion

    It is concluded frQm the view-point of using no attenuator in the interaction

space and of having the wide range of the electron beam velocity in which the

growing wave can be produced, that this new type of tube is suitable for large-

signal operations. Especially the case of the weak coupling strength at the

coupled wall is more interesting than the case of the strong coupling strength,

in comparing the following aspects on; (1) the suppresion of the reflex wave,

(2) the range of the electron beam veloeity in which the growing wave can be

produced, (3) the difflculty in manufacturing, (4) and so forth.

    This paper is somewhat insuflicient to design actually this new type of tube,

but this will be defered to next chance.
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